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PRELIMINARY STUDY OF A URANIUM-BISMUTH LIQUID FUEL POWER REACTOR

Introduction

This report, based on data obtained at Brookhaven National Laboratory, describes         -
a type of liquid fuel reactor that is easily adapted for production or breeding ona U-233
cycle. The chief aim in developing the reactor has been to achieve low operating costs
(including complete fuel processing costs) and, at the same time, to generate signifi-
cant amounts of power and neutrons.   This has been achieved by the use of a uranium-
bismuth solution processed by contact with fused salts in the reactor system.

While there is still much research and development needed before a final design
can be made, the preliminary design calculations that are presented in the body of the
report show a reactor that has many unique advantages.

Description of Reactor

The reactor design is based on the use of a solution of uranium-235 or uranium-
233 in molten bismuth (circa 400'C) as the fuel. The reactor proper consists of a
cylindrical chamber containing beryllium rods for moderating the fission neutrons
(see Figure 1, Flow Diagram).  For a reactor generating a power of several hundred
megawatts, the chamber would be a cylinder about  5.5  feet in diameter  and  5  feet high.
The fuel would be a solution containing about 600 parts of uranium per million of bis-
muth.  The flow rates are designed so that there is a temperature rise of around 1700
C in the reactor. This results in a pressure differential adequate to drive the liquid
fuel around a thermal convective loop containing the reactor chamber and the heat ex-
changer. The heat-absorbing liquid in the exchanger is mercury which flows from the
heat exchanger to a flash boiling chamber as a result of thermal convection.    The Iner-
cury vapor in turn produces steam as it flows through a superheater and is condensed
in a boiler condenser. The steam will be at about  125 psig and 5000F, which is  suit-
able for direct use in a turbine without a reheat cycle.

The reactor described is based on conservative values for allowable temperatures;
further development will undoubtedly permit considerably higher thermal efficiencies.

Two processes are used to reduce fission product poisoning. The heated fuel
rises to a chamber which is partially filled with the U-Bi liquid. A fairly high vacuum
is maintained over the liquid surface and as the gaseous fission products evolve they
are removed from the fuel stream.  In the second process, a small side stream is
taken off from the main stream of the circulating liquid. Liquid metal is trapped in an
enlarged portion of this side stream and contacted with molten salt to remove the rare
earth fission-produced poisons. The equilibrium amounts of poison in the fuel can be
controlled by the fraction per batch of the total fuel contacted and the frequency of the
contacting.

Finally, a suitable blanket surrounds the reactor chamber proper, its composition
depending on the use of the reactor.

6
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Amore detailed discussion of some components of this reactor follows.  It may be
illuminating first  to list  some  of the padvantages and drawbacks inherent  in this  de sign:

Advantage s

1. High specific power:  up to 33,000 kw/kg of U in the reactor and.
up to 3,600 kw/kg of U in the entire assembly,  i. e., reactor,
heat exchanger, and connecting ducts (There exists a possibility
that this latter figure can be increased to 10,000 kw/kg or better
of U by improvements in exchanger design.)

2. Available thermal neutrons, accessible for use in production or
breeding of U-233, or for other purposes

3. Available power, in useful form and amounts

4. Small cooling costs, whether used for useful power generation or
not

5. Simple construction:
A. Low pressure (simple tank with minimum of seals and valves)
B. High temperature (facilitates heat removal)
C. No pumping (can be operated without mechanical pumping)

4.

6. No radiation damage:
A. No decomposition of liquid metals (no gas formation)
B. No warping or other mechanical damage (since fuel is a

liquid)
-

7. Complete and continuous burn-up, resulting from lack of radiation
dannage

8.  Production of large amounts of polonium, valuable by-product
1 (Also see disadvantages.)

9. Fission products removed in highly concentrated form

10. Cheap and efficient chemical processing: constant removal of
fission product-poisons by contacting with molten salts

Disadvantages

1. Separated U-235 required for fuel: if operated as breeder,
fuel eventually becomes,U-233; as a producer, burns U-235
indefinitely

2. Difficult startup and shutdown:  U-Bi must be heated for initial
startup and cooled during any shutdowns

3. Poloniurh hazard, over and above fission products

1 i   1:.1 liI 'II
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4. Reactor system inherently large, not suitable for airplane  or  sub -.
rnarine reactors

Chemical Processing of Core

One of the main attractions of a liquid fuel reactor is the possibility of simple and
efficient chemical processing of the fuel. Since there is no radiation damage, either
structurally or from decomposition of the bismuth-uranium solution, the growth of
fission-product poisons is the limiting condition on the extent of the fuel utilization or
burn-up.  For a thermal neutron reactor operating at 0.3% uranium burn-up per day,
the major poisoning effects are caused by 9.2-hr Xe-135 and the stable rare earth

fission products.  It is possible to remove Xe-135 by continuous degassing and the
rare earths by a newly developed form of solvent extraction.

The bismuth-uranium fuel will circulate through the system at 4 to 6 cycles per
minute.    As the heated fuel rises from the reactor and over to the exchanger,  it will
flow over the bottom of a partially filled chamber, the upper section of which will be
maintained at a moderately high vacuum. Since the solubility of xenon in bismuth at
500'C and at a low pressure should be very low, the Xe-135 and the other noble gases
will be evolved continuously from the fuel system.

The poisoning effect at equilibrium for a fission product is given by the relation:

A
R.y-    '                                   (i)a

where R= %o f poisoning = aaNa/a·fNU' 100
y = % of cumulative fission product yield.

A  and a are given by the following relations:

A  = -3 &  F                                                       (2)
"       0-f

a= X+A+L                     (3)

where  aa = capture cross section of fission product
a f . fission cross section of uranium

F = fractional uranium fission rate
X = decay constant of fission product, 0. 693/Tl/2'

L is given by the following relation:

V

L  =-9 z                                                                     (4)

where v/V = fuel cyclin  or processing rate
L = fraction of fission product removed per cycle.

Using the values of 0.3% uranium burn-up per day and 4 degassing cycles per
minute, the poisoning  for  Xe- 135 is related to the degassing efficiency as follows:

p                                                                 ...

..«... . ... . I. I.  I. . ..... ,

......
...

.................
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107R= (la)18 + 5760 z

Several correspondihg values.of  R  and  z for Xe-135 are given below:

Table 1

% fission product                            R
yield per cycle % of poisoning

0                           5.94
0.1 4.49
1                           1.41

10                              0.179
25                              0.073

The Xe-135 yield was obtained from the U-233 fission yield curve. This value
was slightly higher than the yield obtained from U-235 fission.

It is of interest to note that the equilibrium concentration of Xe-135 in the bismuth
under conditions of 10% degassing efficiency and  R  of 0.179 is 1/10 part per billion,
while the total Xe concentration (all fission isotopes) is 1/2 part per billion.

A modified form of solvent extraction has been developed for the removal of the
rare earth fission product poisons. This consists of contacting a fraction of the liquid

bismuth-uranium fuel with a fused salt at 4500C.  This will effectively remove the
rare earth metals without significant effect on the bismuth-uranium fuel solution.  The
salt used has beenthe eutectic mixture of lithium chloride and potassium chloride
(352'C m. p.,  41.M % KCl).

About 200 tests have been fnade to measure the distribution of uranium, rare
earths, and other fission products between the liquid bismuth-uranium solution and
the imrniscible fused salt. The findings of these tests can be summarized as follows:

The bismuth dissolves in the fused salt to the extent of 1 to 5 ppm. The lithium
and potassium of the salt are found in the bismuth to the extent of 1 to 5 ppm. Where
uranium is present at 400 to 1300 ppm in the bismuth, the equilibrium concentration in
the fused salt is less than 2 to 4 ppm. We believe that the concentration in the salt is
actually much less than 2 to 4 ppm, but have had no analytical means to prove this as
yet. Under these same conditions we find that lanthanum, neodymium, and praseody-
mium are present to less than 0.01 ppm in the bismuth, while the concentrations in
the salt are of the .order of 2 ppm.

We have then

U (bisrnuth)  >   600
U (salt)

Rare earth (bismuth)   <  1
Rare earth (salt) 80·

I.- 36#.48..11./.-I=, ik, ../All ......./....: MD 01.*CM.9. .. ......-0. ..0 -0  or <j= 40 .  ......
-
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To illustrate the effectiveness of the chemical processing of the bismuth-uranium
fuel by fused salts, the amount of poisoning produced by several of the rare earths ob-

tained by the fissioning of U-233 can be calculated as follows: The worst rare earth
poison is Sm-149  with a cross-section  of 65,000 barns. The poisoning effect  of  thi s
isotope can be reduced not only by its 6wn removal but also by the removal through
chemical processing of its parent isotopes Nd-149 and Pm-149. This makes the pois-
oning calculation somewhat more complicated by the fact that the effective value of y,
used in equation (1) will vary with L as follows:

Table 2

L         Y
(L/day)                (%)

0         0.55
0.10 0.424
1.00 0.130

For Sm-149 Equation (1) becomes:

0.354yR= (lb)0.354 + L

Using the above value s   of  L  and  y in Equation  ( lb), one obtains the following value s  of
R:                  -

Table 3

L R
(z/day) .(%)

0          0.55
0.10 0.33
1.00 0.034

Thus, if no chemical processing is used, the poisoning at equilibrium of Sm-149
is 0.55%.   But if the rare earths are reduced by 10% per day, the equilibrium poison-
ing is reduced to 0.33%. This would result from a processing efficiency of 90% rare
earth removal from  11%  of the total uranium-bismuth solution per  day.

Where U-235 isused asa fuel, the yield of Sm-149 is 1.4%. Therefore, the
equilibrium poisoning would be 1.4% without processing and with processing could be

reduced by the same fraction as in Table 3 above.

Another rare earth poison is Nd-143 with a cross section of 240 barns. While the
yield of Nd-143 is high, it wouldrequire a much longer time than Sm-149 to reach
equilibrium. Inthis case, because of the 13.7-day half-life of the parent, Pr-143,
chemical processing of the fuel will very effectively reduce the equilibrium poisoning
effect of Nd-143. Again y will vary with L as follows:

.................
......

...

............... ..
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Table 4

L          Y
C z /day)                      (%)

0           3.84
0.1 1.12
1.0 0.066

For Nd-143, Equation (1) becomes:

R= 0.00131 y
(lc)0.00131 + L

Using the above values of L and y in Equation (lc), one obtains the following values of
R:

Table 5

LR
(L/day)        (%)

0           3.84
0.1 0.0145
1.0 0.000086

If no chemical processing is used the poisoning at equilibrium of Nd-143 is
3.84%.   But if the rare earths are reduced by 10%.per day the equilibrium poisoning is
reduced to 0.0145% -- a very marked reduction.   In the case where U-235 is used for
the fuel, the poisoning would be greater because U-235 gives higher yields of the rare
earth fission products.

If 11% of the fuel is processed per day with 90% removal of the rare earths, the
total rare earth poisoning can be  held to about 0.6%, while without processing,  the
poisoning would build up to about 5% after two years operation at 0.3% burn-up per day.

An example of the saving in fissionable material can be calculated for the 450,000
kw unit with 400,000 lbs of bismuth containing 600 ppm of uranium.   If 40,000 lbs or
10% of the bismuth is treated each day,  90% of the rare earths can be removed by us-
ing 4,500 lbs of fused salt.   Of the 240 lbs of uranium in the whole fuel system,  0.0045
lbs will be lost by solution in the salt. During this period (1 day) 0.15 lbs of excess
uranium would be produced (doubling time of 1600 days).   The loss is 3% of the excess          -
uranium produced.   With no processing and an 8% poisoning,  0.056 lbs of excess uran-
ium would have been lost to production.  The net saving by fuel processing is, there-
fore,  0.0515 lbs of excess uranium.

The processing cost at $0. 24 per lb of salt is 0. 1 mil per kw-hr of heat.  This
does not consider any re-use of the salt.  For the distribution ratios found, the direct
recycling of the salt is a very probable method of operation and further economy.  In

62/9/,6,74 ........

i i#' rifff*UE#.i i.  iiI  i i
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addition there is the possibility of simple oxidation treatment to regenerate 80 to 90%
of the salt for re-use as clean uncontaminated solvent.

The waste stream for the 450,000 kw unit would consist of 4,500 lbs of salt per
day or a volume  of 250  gals  per day. The qualifications given above  for  re -use  of salt
ap4ly here and would cause further reduction of the waste volumes.  This, of course,
provides an improved cost picture for storage and treatment of wastes.

Metallurgy and Materials

. The Fuel System

In the type of reactor considered herein, the fuel consists of either U-235 or
U-233 dissolved in liquid Bi. The amount of uranium required for the most promising
reactors (Case F*, Table A-1) varies from 200 ppm in the most dilute case (a conver-
ter) to  800 ppm in the most concentrated one

1(the breeder). The solubility of uranium
in bismuth has been determined by the Ames  and MITZ laboratories.  In view of its
importance to this work, however, it was redetermined at BNL3. The results, as
given in Figure 2, indicate that the solubility requirement for the temperature cycle
considered in these reactors, viz., 3400C inlet and 5100C outlet, is met in cases D*,
E*, F* (U-233 breeders).  If the lowest (inlet) temperature in the system is 4000C the
solubility is sufficient for all the cases listed in Table A-1.

Two methods have been considered with respect to the forrn tion of the alloy on
initial startup. These are:  (1) the addition of metallic uranium to molten bismuth
and (2) the addition of a bismuth-uranium master alloy to the molten bismuth.  The
first of these methods is advantageous in that it affords easy storage, whereas the
second method is desirable because of rapid attainment of solution.

Alternate fuel systems are considered in Appendix 4.

Materials of Construction

The requirements of materials for the reactor components are dictated by the
temperature-stress conditions and the chemical environment to which they will be
subjected in service. Heretofore, liquid bismuth has not been used extensively in 
industrial applications; one application involved the purification of bismuth in large
vessels where-the liquid bismuth, in batches of the order of 600,000 pounds, reacted
with various oxidants at 4800-5400C. These vessels were usually made of cast iron
and had a life of 3 to 4 years. Their failure was apparently due to growth with attend-
ant progressive oxidation from the outside. However, there is but little experience
with which to predict the specific effect of liquid bismuth on various structural mater-
ials.

lAhmann, D.H. and Baldwin, R.R., The Uranium-Bismuth System.  Iowa State College,  1945
2Hayes, E.E. and Gordon, P., The Solubility of Uranium and Thorium in Liquid Metals and

Alloys. Journal of Metallurgy and Ceramics 1, *1, 130 (1948)
3Bareis, D.W., Liquid Reactor Fuels: Bismuth-Uranium System. BNL 75 (1950)
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600 AEC and university laboratories have
carried out considerable experimental
work during the past 3 years to determine/

-                                        1 the relative merits of bismuth and lead-
f · bisnnuth as coolants. The data obtained

                   in these researches warrantthe tentative
/                  recommendations for reactor component

/ materials given in Table 6.500

1
C                     /                                     It is expected that work along these

/ lines which has been started recently at
/                                   BNL will yield specific information that

may be used as a reliable basis for selec-
tion of materials.   Thus far it would ap-

4nn  
pear that beryllium is the most promising

v                                         
        of the materials listed in Table 6 since

experimenters report that it is moderate-
ly resistant to the action of Bi-U at 10000

300

C.  It seems reasonable to surmises and
it has been substantiated by data reported
in the Chicago Liquid Metals Compilation4,
that the behavior of beryllium should be
even more satisfactory at 5000C.

The reactor container and ducts must

0 5poo 10,000 withstand the conditions imposed by the
atmosphere on the outside, and by the

Nu/ NBI  x ne liquid fuel on the inside.  Chromium
steels, of intermediate chromium con-

Figure 2. Solubility of uranium in bismuth. tent, have seen many years of service
BNL Log No. D-1799. under oxidizing conditions at tempera-

tures up to 700'C.    In· this connection,  it
is significant that high chromium irons
have been found to be the most corrosion-

resistant alloys of all the structural materials tested to date in the presence of liquid ,
bismuth or lead-bismuth.

In addition to oxidation and corrosion resistance, the reactor container material
must possess satisfactory creep and/or stress-rupture strength at the operation con-,
ditions. This latter requirement assumes particular significance in the case of the
heat exchanger.  The 2 1/4 Cr: 1 Mo steel has high creep strength of 22,000 psi at
4800C; creep rate of 1%-100,000 hours. The calculations on the heat exchanger were
based on 8000 psi.

i If this alloy shows-adequate corrosion resistance to Bi-U and Hg, then it will be
' possible to reduce the size of the heat exchanger by a factor of two.   A 5% Cr,  1-2%.

I creep tests in the presence of lead-bismuth at 5400C have been run on this steel with
little loss in strength.

4-Kelman, L.R., Wilkinson, W. D. and Yagu, F.L., Resistance of Materials to Attack by
Liquid Metals. ANL-4417
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Table 6

Stress-

Temperature Test Data
Use Environment Conditions Material Basis for Choice

4    ,4        6
Moderator U-Bi Stress + Temp Be ANL, ORNL-, NEPA

Reactor U-Bi, 02 Stress + Temp Low Cr-Mo U.  of Cal. 7
8

Container steel Stanford U.

Ducts U-Bi, 02· Temp ASR9, ORNL5, NEPA6

6
Heat U-Bi, 02, Temp +Stress Cr-Mo-Si ASR9, ORNLS, NEPA
Exchanger   Hg                           steel

Breeder F2, 02,
Blanket H 20                              ?                         Ni

Container

Since there is no pressure stress in the heat exchanger, it is questionable whether
the working stress should be limited arbitrarily to 8,000 psi as a result of the thermal

gradient through the wall. A thermal stress can relax.   Very high thermal stress
should be acceptable if the cycling is limited.

As to the materials for the breeder blanket container, we have thus far considered

Ni since it has been used in the experimental work on br·6eder eixtraction studies.

The above discussion has been based solely on engineering requirements.  It
should be emphasized that the success of reactors of this design depends on finding a
container whose absorption cross section for thermal neutrons is low. One possible
solution to this problem is considered in the section on development.

The above discussion has been based solely on engineering requirements.  Cal-
culations show the neutron absorption of the reactor container walls is very impor-

tant.   Tbere are at least two ways of minimizing the absorption:  1. ) Use low absorp-
tion materials for the walls, as discussed on page 17.   2. ) Omit beryllium near the
walls, so that the spectrum consists mostly of fast neutrons passing through the

walls, asdiscussed on page 28.

SKitzes, A.S., A Discussion of Liquid Metals as Pile Coolants,  ORNL 360 (1949),

Table IV
6Jesseman, D.S., Preliminary Report on the Reactivity of Bismuth Metal with Possible

Reactor Components. NEPA-951 (1949), SCR 49
7Grassi, R.C. and Bainbridge, D.W., University of California Report NOBS-45468
8Stanford University, Investigation of Materials for Use in a Heat Transfer System

C9ntaining Molten Lead Alloys. Division of Metallurgy, Final Report No. 7 N6 ONR

25120.  Project NR 031 361 (1950)
9Everhart, J.I.. and Van Nuis, E.L., American Smelting and Refining Co., Progress Report

No. 1 and 2. ASR NYO 760, 761 (1950)
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Use s  of,LFR

The core of the liquid fuel reactor consumes either separated U-235 or U-233 and
produces neutrons and power. The neutrons can be used for the production of Pu-249
or U-233 from U-235 (i. e. ;  as a cohverter),  for the breeding of U-233 or for the pro-
duction of other valuable materials resulting from neutr.on capture (e. g., tritium or
RW materials). Polonium will be necessarily produced in large quantities.  The par-
ticular use for the reactor would depend on the needs of the AEC program.

The general design of the core, heat exchanger and power producing facilities is
relatively independent of the use to which the neutrons are put. The optimum design,
however, is a function of the relative values of the product recovered and thi fuel con-

.sumed.  This is discussed in detail'in Appendix 1 where we define the "quality ratio,

Q  - value per atom of material produced in the blanket
value per atom of material consumed in core

and the "daily fractional profit on the investment of fissionable material, ,'

0 = (gQ-1)P
Ft

where g = atoms.of material produced/atoms of fuel consumed
P = power in megawatts

Ft = total fuel investment in grams.

Calculated Values of Reactor Core Parameters

For a given value of Q, the concentration of fuel and the resulting size of the pile
are varied to optimize $ .  For a U-233 breeder, Q = 1, iin optimum reactor core has
the following value s:

Height 5.1 feet
Diameter  5.5 feet
2.45 tons beryllium in core
443 Be rods, 2-inch diameter, on 3-inch centers in a triangular grid  ,
Concentration 600 ppm U-233 in Bi
13.9 kg U-233 in core
112 kg U-233 in heat exchanger
126 kg U-233 total
189 tons bismuth total
450 megawatts heat produced
280 days burn-up time
1550 days doubling time

Because insufficient  U-233 is available, this reactor would be started up using  U-235
as fuel. During this time the concentration would be 777 ppm,  and a total of 291 kg of
U-235 would be required to run the reactor for 280 days.  At the end of this time, a
full charge,  126 kg, of U-233 would have been produced and the same amount of U-235

:.. .       I   .           . 9.. : :.. :..
I.    I  l e
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destroyed.  The core could then be emptied and the remaining 165 kg of U-235 re-
turned.  The U-233 could be placed in the core and the reactor would proceed as a
true breeder, recycling U-233 from blanket to core as needed and producing 126 kg
excess of U-233 every 1550 days.   This rate seems very slow, as does any breeder
when compared to a converter, since we are now counting only the excess material
formed instead of the total turnover.  In fact, no breeder appears very useful unless
it is operated primarily for useful power:

If U-233 is more valuable than U-235, however, it would be more economical to
continue to operate as a converter.  In this case, the optimum reactor core should be
larger and more dilute in order to increase specific power at the expense of neutron

economy.  This is not because of any value assigned to power as such, but merely be-
cause power is proportional to the turnover rate.

For example,  if Q=2 (i. e. ,i f U-233 is twice as valuable as U-235), the optimum
concentration should be reduced to 305 ppm and the pile size increased to 4 height of
6.7 feet with a diameter of 7.2 feet.

Larger assigned values of Q point toward even more dilute cores. The deriva-
tion of these relations and a series of curves are given in Appendix 1.

The above calculations are based on neutron economy only, but dollar economy is.
also important. Chemical processing costs make up a large fraction of the cost of
fissionable material. For example, if Pu-249 is assigned a higher value than U-233,
calculations of $ would indicate a greater return from production of Pu-249. Dollar-      :
wise, however, this may not be the case. A continuously separating blanket for pro-
duction of U-233 (as UF6) is described in Appendix 2.   If this process proves economi-
cal, and if no similarly economical process is available for plutonium separation, the
difference in dollar costs might be enough to offset the larger value assigned to pluton-
ium.

K
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Future Component Development

Materials Testing

The development work on the behaviour of materials in contact with fluid metal
fuels has only recently been started. At present the following steels as well asberyl-
lium are being tested statically at 550'C in contact with Bi, PbBi, PbBiSn:

1.   Low  carbon
2. Low carbon + Ti
3. Low carbon + Cb
4. 2 1/4% Cr, 1% Mo
5. 5% Cr, 0.5% Mo,  1.5% Si
6. 5% Cr, 0.50% Mo

These material are also being corrosion-tested in BiU, PbBiU, and PbBiSnU liquids.
Furthermore, additions of up to 1% of Mg and Al have been made to both types of liq-
uids to determine whether wetting has an adverse effect.

The samples will be examined microscopically and by X-ray diffraction to deter-
mine the nature  of the compounds,   if any, formed during the  te st. The liquid in  con-
tact with the specimens will be analyzed for.U and other elements. For these tests

, graphite containers sealed in glass are being used.

Thermal convection loops of many of the more promising materials are being
constructed-to determine dynamic corrosion. This program will shortlybe under way.

As soon as a material shows promise, it is planned to start stress rupture and
creep tests to determine whether these properties have been changed.  We are also
planning to modify the composition of the commercial chromium molybdenum steels
by increasing the molybdenum content. Tests on molybdenum indicate that its cor-
rosion resistance  to  Bi at 10000C ranges frgn good to excellent and its incorporationin
an alloy may impart increased resistance to corrosion; its beneficial effect on creep
strength is well known.

The stability of the fuel with respect to container materials will be investigated
by means of the phase rule to determine whether a solution of uranium bismuth is
thermodynamically stable with respect to the constituents of the more promising
alloys.

Another problem which requires study is the corrosion resistance of elements or
alloys for containing the salts that are used in the chemical processing.

4\

Finally, since the neutroneconomy of this reactor is improved by a low neutron ab-
sorption cross section inthe walls of the reactor container, this problemmust receive
considerable attention. The possibility of cladding zirconium with a suitable corrosion-re-
sistant material has been considered. It would first be necessary to determine the
mechanical properties of zirconium at temperatures up to 600'C and then perhaps to
alloy the zirconium toincrease this strength.   If this first ·is successful we can go on
to study the cladding problem.

:  :  :.*E. ... ,. 6,     .  . 
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Chernical Processing by Degassing                          4

Virtually nothing  has  been  done here beyond calculating the requirements  for  thi s
process.   We will proceed first with the determination of the solubility of xenon and
krypton in molten metals like bismuth and lead at high temperatures.  We then pro-
pose to measure the diffusion coefficients of these materials when present at concen-
trations of parts per billion. Eventually a test loop in the BNL reactor with a circu-

lating uranium-bismuth solution undergoing continuous degassing will be necessary to
demonstrate the feasibility of the process.

Flow and Heat Transfer

We ha*e restricted our consideration so far to reactors that are on the upper lim-
it of natural circulation flow, since in this range we do not have to depend on find-
ing  a pumping method for these fluids. Simple pumping methods (shrouded propellers)
might be very advantageous, if feasible, since their use would reduce the uranium in-
ventory and increase the specific reactor power. In addition, they would simplify the
design and specification of the primary heat exchanger and the piping and header pro-
blems. We expect to start study of the characteristics of shrouded propellers and
othe r simple pumping methods. Eventually ope rating  te sts- with the fluid  fuel  will  be

required.  Most of the potential improvements in the exchanger depend on the stress
and corrosion properties of the construction materials.

Chemical Processing by Solvent-Salt Extraction                                    -

The data obtained so far have shown this to be a very promising process.  One of
the experimental difficulties has been the exclusion of oxygen from the test system.
We propose to develop a test method that is oxygen-free and redetermine the rare
earth and uranium distribution coefficients. We will then extend the distribution mea-
surements to other fission products. Eventually, to establish the practicability and
limitations of this extraction system, a closed loop of circulating uranium-bismuth
solution  in the BNL reactor  will be nece ssary, with continuous or batch contacting
with solvent salt.

During the pilot plant period we would expect to continue study of distribution co-
efficients with solvent-salt modification. A few  te sts have shown that uranium  is  tak-
en completely out of the bismuth into the salt if the basic eutectic contains a few per
cent of beryllium chloride. The reason for this is obscure, but if the effect is real,
it provides an additional means of processing. We should determine whether or not
fission products so rernoved in the normal processing would remain in the bismuth
while the uranium is carried over into the beryllium chloride eutectic.  If so, the
uranium free bismuth could be distilled to gain further reduction of fission product
poisons. Eventually these process modifications could lie tested in the closed-loop
pilot plant.

............. .....
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Liquid Fuel Reactor Experiment

In the course of developing a liquid fuel reactor, it would be desirable to build and
operate a small experimental reactor. Unfortunately the LFR cannot be scaled down
much (as compared, for example, with the HRE). One possibility for. a small-scale
design would make use of a core similar to case A* of Table A-1. This would require
a  highe r concedtration of uranium and consequently a higher minimum temperature,
not less than 4000C.

The over-all size could be reduced considerably by making the heat exchanger
about the same size as the reactor (rather than six times as big). Since the exchanger
would be designed to last only a year or two it could be designed much.closer to the
calculated stress limitations. Forced circulation would probably be used to give rea-
sonably high power with the smaller exchanger. For safety reasons the power would
be limited to the point where shutdown power (from fission-product decay) could be
handled by convection alone.

For the moderator rods, graphite is a possible substitute for beryllium which
represents the largest cost in the small reactor. It should be satisfactory for the life
of the experiment and might prove useful in the full-scale rea6tor.

F-1- - 9.
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APPENDIX 1

CALCULATIONS OF NEUTRON ECONOMY

The calculations that have been made thus far involve the effects of two important

variable s, the beryllium-bismuth ratio, NBe/NBi,   and the uranium concentration,
NU/NBi· These variables affect the neutron economy, size of reactor, amounts of
materials required, power, production rates, and burn-up and doubling times. These
two variables, though somewhat interdependent, are discussed separately.  The ef-
fects of neutron losses are also discussed.

The Beryllium-Bismuth Ratio

The exploratory calculations were done as follows:

-   1. Assuming vertical 2-inch diameter .beryllium rods on a triangular grid, vari-
ous values of the rod spacings were selected to be reasonable from the standpoint of
heat transfer. These gave a range of Be:Bi ratios.

2. As a basis for comparison, all cases were subject to the following conditions

set by heat transfer requirements:
A.  A pressure head of 0.43 psi across the reactor
B. A temperature rise of 170'C in the bismuth per pass through the reactor

C. An average temperature of 4000C in the reactor

3.    The  breeding was considered. to take place   only  in the blanket. (Putting suffi -

cient thorium for breeding  in. the core would exceed the solubility in bismuth  and  also
make the reactor about twenty-fold larger. )

4.  The general scheme of neutron economy is indicated in Figure A-1, which

serve s to define the following quantitie s:

71 = neutrons produced per neutron captured in uranium,

a = neutrons lost by useless capture in the core per neutron captured

by uranium

NL a L  -  NBi 0-Bi + NBe a Be + Npoison apoison
or,  a = -                         NU a auNU oaU

kQ = neutrons produced per neutron captured in the core

ki = 71/1 + a                                                                                              (2)

g = atoms of product recovered from blanket per atom of fuel destroyed

in core                                                                       (3)

Or,      g  =   (7-   1   -   a)(1   -   L).                                    ·                                                                                                             (4)

20
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V
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EXCESS ATOMS OF FUEL PRODUCED IN A BREEDER   ,

Figure A-1. General scheme of neutron economy for a reactor consuming fuel F inthe core  and
producing yield Yintheblanket. The special case ofabreeder,  Y=F, is shownbydottedlines.

where  L = fractional loss of neutrons in blanket and container                         (5)

or 1-L= atoms of product recovered from blanket per neutron leaving core (5a)

5. For purposes oi comparison, only neutron losses to beryllium and bismuth
were considered initially. Npoison 0-poison and L were taken as zero and their ef-
fects are discussed separately below.

6.  For each value of the Be:Bi ratio, the U-233 concentration was selected (as
described below) to give the minirrium doubling time for a breeder. This critenion
sets  a,  kco,  and  g to the values:

77-2a* =
2    =0.18

71

)kt = 2.00
  =i      =   1.1 8                                                                                      -
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4000 2000 The results of these calculations

:.S are seen in Table A-1 and Figure A-6,
\                  DO JBLING / which show that the reactor sizes and

i   8                \                  AME    /      #
amounts of material required are reas-'
oriable.- A / /6, 1500

4-0           It will be seen that as the rod spac-
=     ing is increased and the Be:Bi ratio be-

27 i)(,4,,  -
.J|f comes smaller, the optimum concentra-

tion is decreased-and the pile becomes
SPECIFIC ™E    larger. This increases the specific

g k -1 ./H '#0POWER
-8 0- r power somewhat and the total power3=A \

woE

\2·< - 2     even more. The doubling time is de-

& =            ./  /                                              =r #2 creased and becomes 1550 days in
1000             4lt   - - 500 case F*.

i                        12- =4 -No optimum Be:Bi ratio is appar-
Wm
2@ ent from the above calculations, but

POWER A a   obviously one exists. If the Be con-F E D     C00         5         10 15 centration is reduced too far,  the neu-0

N85/Nel trons will not be sufficiently modera-
ted, the pile will no longer be thermal,

Figure A-6. Pile parameters as functions of Be:Bi the cross sections will decrease, and
ratio.  BNL Log No. D-1798. the critical concentration will start  to

rise.

Effect of Uranium Concentration on NeutroA Economy

Let us assume a converter reactor consisting of:

Core:  Fuel F dissolved in bismuth. The moderator is beryllium.

(In the calculations,  case F* is assumed,  i. e., 2-inch Be rods on
3-inch centers or NBe/NBi = 2.87.)

Blanket: Source material S which yields  Y the product of neutron

capture.

We assume further that one atom of product  Y is worth Q atoms of fuel  F.

Therefore:

value  pe r  atom  of  YQ=
value  per  atom  of  F

Since  P  is the power expressed in megawatts, then:

The reactor burns...... P grams of F per day
and produces . . . . . . . .g P grams of Y  per day
which is worth .  .  .  . .  . .g P Q grams of F

I.   . . .  I  . . .   I . . ./   I    .  .  ... '....
.. I .. ..
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The daily profit in fissionable material is:

g P Q-P= (g Q-1)P.

The daily fractional profit on the investment of fissionable material is:

(g Q - 1) P,$= FT                                                    (6)

where FT - N    BiT                        (7)NF
Bi

FT and BiT refer to the total grams of fuel and bismuth in the reactor and heat ex-
changer.  0 is the fuhction to be maximized by varying NF/NBi·

The power which can be extrac'ted is proportional to the bismuth hold-up in the
heat exchanger:

BiT
Po< BiEx  =

Bir                                (8)1+   u
BiEX

where the subscripts refer to the heat exchanger, core, and total bismuth.  If the ex-
changer is designed to handle the full power of the reactor, the quantity (1 + Bic/BiEx)is practically constant; thus the factor  BiT/P is roughly' constant. (It varies from
0. 41 to 0. 44 ton Bi per megawatt in the examples shown in Table A-1.) The function,

*     BiT-   g Q-1
(9)P (NF/NBi)

Which is proportional·to the interest rate on fissionable material investment (for com-
parable heat. exchanger design) is plotted against NF/NBi·   This is done in Figures
A-2 and A-3.

Neglecting   L and Npoison 0-Poison as above

g=  71 -  1  -a                                '                                 (4a)

NBi (3- Bi + NBe 0-Be
a= (la)

NF vaF
or                                                    '

NF -0-Bi+(NBe/NBi) 0-Be
(lb)NBi a      OaF

Sub stituting equations   ( lb)  and  (4a) in equation  (9)   give s:

BiT_     (7 7-1  -a)  Q  -  1     a a aF0- - -                                                            (9a)
P            0- Bi + (NBe/NBi) 0- Be

I. ... I .../Bvilr .... ..
c=*-1 ·-a, _,-, Up.K•·     ·   ·
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The factor   (a Bi + (NBe/NBi) 0-Be) represents the combined cross sections of bismuth
and beryllium per atom of bismuth.  It is determined by the size and spacing of theberyllium rods,  and,  for case F, above, with NBe/NBi = 2.87 it has the value 0.0607
x 10-24 cm2 per atom of bismuth.

The values of  7,  and a aF are determined by the choice of fuel.   In the calcula-
tions for Figures A-2 through A-5 the following values were used:

F = U-233 F = U-235
77  = 2.36 77   -2.12

0 aF = 564 x 10-24 cm2 -      = 644 x 10-24 cm2aF

With the above constants fixed:

  -31_I'PO<[(71-1-a)Q-1] a= [(77-1)Q-1] a-Qa2 (9b)

which is easily maximized by setting:

da  C__fL   (0 -8 2 04(77.1) Q-1  -2Qa =O
giving:

(7' -1)Q-1 77- 1 - 1/Q
a* =                 =                                       (10)2Q            2

where the asterisk means that  $  has been maximized.

This  determines the other parameters as follows:

2k* = 77 = (11)°v      1 + a* Q-11+
Q 71

7 -1+ 1/Qg*  = 71-1-a*- (12)2      '

*
NF        0- Bi + (NBe/NBi) 0 Be
NBi

-
a*  9 -

aF

2["Bi+ (NBe/NBi) 0-Be]
=                                                                          (13)gaF (7 1-1· - 1/Q)

*  BiT* =g*Q-1
P    NF*/NBi

=[(7-1) Q -112 x craF

4Q 0-Bi+ (NBe/NBi)a Be
(14)

:..:.....SwiaGId,125UE-:r.:... .     •        •161, *·",i-<'•be E-25.-if.jqIi  ..
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For a U-233 breeder, F=Y and Q=1. This gives the following results for the

optimized parameters:

= 71- 2.a* = 0.18 (10a)
2

*
k =2 (lla)00

71

g*  =-2-- = 1.18 (12a)

*

N23 · = 2[ 0-Bi+(NBe/NBi) 0-Be 
NBi a aF  ( 71 -  2)

= 598 x 10-6 (for case F*) (13a)

*                         2                 Ga
BiT -  4   x                 F*P=4 0- Bi + (NBe/NBi)a Be

= 301 (for case F*) (14a)

For the breeder,  0  is just the reciprocal of the doubling time,  9- .

Note that the maximum attainable value for the breeding gain g-1=9-2=0.3 6
is deliberately cut in half to raise specific power at the cost of neutron losses.

This criterion of maximum $,or minimum doubling time, was used to compare
U-233 breeders operating on fast and thermal neutrons. One might expect that the

larger value of  71 at fission energy,  2.59 as against 2.36, would help the breedirig
rate. A preliminary calculation of the necessary concentration indicated that the fast
pile  would have  to be about  10  time s as concentrated as the thermal pile. Comparing
0   for the two breeders:

Bi- g  -   1          -     3   -  2  -losses
$ -=                                                                                     (9c)P N23/NBi

-

N23/NBi

we see that the specific power for the fast pile is smaller by a factor of 10 because of
concentration and even if there are no losses and  g-1=0.5 9, it will still be inferior
to the thermal pile provided only that losses in the latter can be held to 0.30 or less,
making  g-1  3 71 -2-0.3 0=0.0 6

Examination of Figures A-2 through A-5, with  D BiT/P and other parameters as
functions  of the uranium concentration, leads  to the following conclusions:

1.  Even a slight increase in assigned value of Q  over 1 leads to a large im-
provement in  $ BiT/P.  Thus a true breeder cannot compete with a converter on the
basis of production of fissionable material.  This is because we take credit in a con-
verter for the total turn-over but in a breeder only for the excess production.

2. Increasing Q shifts the optimum concentration toward lower values increas-
ing specific power at the expense of neutron economy.  Thus  g  may be allowed to be
less than one (c. f. present Hanford operations with g # 0.8).

.................
...,  ...........
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3.   The  maxima are flat enough  so that a re -evaluation of   Q   does not shift the
optimum concentration too far. The calculated value  of the interest rate is, of course,
very sensitive to the assigned value of Q, but a reactor optimized for  Q=4 is still
close to optimum if it is decided that  Q = 3.

Effect of Neutron Losses

So far the only neutron losses which have been considered are those to bismuth
and beryllium. Neutrons will also be captured by.fission product poisons in the core,
by the container walls, by non-fertile atoms in the blanket, and by the fissionable
material that has been formed in the blanket but not yet removed.  The last represents
a double loss unless the fission neutrons formed in the blanket can be slowed down and
captured usefully.

To estimate the poisoning effect of the fission products let us define

Npoisons 0- poisons
R =              ·             (15)

NU a aU
Sub stituting  in e quation  ( 1)

NBi 0-Bi + NBe 0-Be + Npoison 0-poisona=
NU a aU

(1)

0-Bi+(NBe/NBi) OBea= +R (lc)
(NU/NBi) 0-aU

Maximizing 0 exactly as before but including R leads to:

9-1    -(1/Q)+   Ra* = (10a)
2

71 - 1 +(1/Q)- R
g* =                                             (12a) ,

2

N     2 [o Bi+ (NBe/NBi)a Be]-                                           (13a)NBi o·aU ( 71 - 1 -(1/Q)- R)

Thus the optimum concentration is somewhat increased to counteract the poisoning.

Bi;                        21(7 1-1-R)Q-1 1   aa*             _                            F                    (14a)
P      4Q [0.Bi + (NBe/NBi) 0-Be]

The fission product poisons would thus reduce the interest rates by the factor:
*

F(7 1-1 -R)Q-1 1 2R
7 2

1 21-
[   (7-1)Q-l j 77 -1- 1/Q

:.. :.. ..A
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for small values of  R. The results on the extraction of fission products from bismuth
with fused salts indicate that  R  can be held to about 1.5%.  For the most critical
case of the breeder,  Q = 1, the factor would be

2 (. 015)                                                                  -
1- - . 917

9  -2

indicating a 9% increase in the doubling time.

Neutron losses· to the container walls and in the blanket are lumped together in
the term  L.

atoms of product removed from blanket
1-L= (5 a)neutrons leaving core

Including  this  te rm:

BiT    g Q -1$ -
P          NF/NBi

=          (  71  -   1   -  a)(1-  L)  Q   -   1 (9b)
NF/NBi

These losses thus effectively reduce the "quality number. "  A 10% loss in the
container and blanket would have tlie following effects on the breeder. The concentra-
tion should be raised from 598 to 864 ppm to minimize the effect. This would make

a* = . 124 instead of . 18
k* = 2.10 instead of 2.00
g* = 4,24 instdad of 1.18

1,1/1/
Even after this attempt to counteract the losses, the interest rate would be re-

duced to 43% of its value without losses, corresponding to an increase in the doubling
time by a factor of 2.3.  If the container and blanket losses reach

L=  77 -2   .0.265
1-1

then

g =(77-1- a)(1 -L) f (1.36)(.735) =1

and breeding is impossible.

About 75% of the leakage neutrons will leave the core before they are slowed down
to thermal energies..  This will reduce the capture by the container wall.  It may be
possible to increase this advantage by omitting the beryllium rods from the outer re-
gion close to the wall.   In this ,region, therrnal neutrons would be captured in uran-
ium, giving fast neutrons,  some of which would return to the moderated center of the
core while others would pass through the tank wall while still fast.

............. .....
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In  any  case  in the blanket,   it will be neces sary to have additional moderators  that
will be kept away from the wall.

Temperature Coefficients

A preliminary calculation of the temperature effect on reactivity was made on the
assumption that all cross sections varied as 1/v. The change in reactivity is caused
by the relative expansions of the tank, the beryllium, and liquid bismuth. This leads
to a value

dk
d-T  = -2 x 10-4 per degree C

which  can be compared  with the value s

-2.5 x 10-5 per degree C for EBR
-6    x 10- per degree C for HRE at 50'C
-2.5 x 10-3 per degree C for HRE at 2500C.

This indicates that control of the pile should not be difficult.

(
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TABLE   A- 1

Parameters for a Thermal Liquid Fuel U Power Breeder as Functions of the Beryllium:Bismuth Ratio233

Distance                              
between Total Specific
Centers Critical Mass Total Power Minimum

....

_lia&
233

of 2-inch N23 Reactor Reactor Mass of of Weight kw Burn-up Doubling
...... Be Rods NBi Dianneter Height U233    U        of Bi Powe r      T otal kg Tirne Time
••       NCase (in) Bi x 106 (ft) (ft) (kg) (kg) (tons) (rnw) of U (days) (days)

..

......
A* 2. 2 12.71 1567 3.80 3.51 4.95 30.6 17.5 40 1300 771 4280

......
..

65 596 3310B* 2.3 9.27 1228 4.01 3.70 5.71 38.8 28.4 1680

.....

i
'(* 2.4 7.24 1029 4.24 3. 92 6.67 48.8. 42.5 100 2050 488 2710

D* 2.6 4.92 800 4.66 4.31 8.63 71. 2 79.9 188 2640 379 ' 2100......

....

......

E* 2.8 3. 66 675 5.09 4.70 11.0 95.7 127.1 303 3170 316 1750

F* 3.0 2.87 598 5.53 5.11 13. 9 125.6 188.6 451 3590 279 1550



APPENDIX 2

A CONTINUOUS BLANKET PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION OF U-233

If LFR is used to produce U-233 from Th, either as a breeder or converter,  it is
important that the product be removed frequently.   If it is allowed to grow up to a con-
centration of N23/NTh before processing, the blanket losses L caused by the des-
truction of the newly created U-233 are

aa23 N23 - N23
L= ---- = 80 (2-1)

oaTh NTh NTh

Thus, to hold  L  to 4% the thorium wozild have to be processed after 500 ppm had
been converted. This means that the bulk of the thorium would have  to be removed and
processed 2000 times for complete conversion,  and the costs wouldbecome excessive.

We are, therefore, working on a blanket of ThF4 from which the U-233 and/or
Pa-233 would be continuously removed as volatile fluorides in a stream of fluorine
and helium. In this case the losses are:

NF  a aF NPa a Pa N23 0,23
L= +2 +2

NTh a Th NTh  a Th NTh 0- Th

=   4  - K    +   2                .                    +     2     nv  a 2 3     7  2 3

nv apa
(2-2)a Th X Pa

13For  nv = 10 neutrons per cm2 per sec and  T 23 = a mean hold-up time for uranium
of 1 month, this becomes:

L = 0.006 + 0.0025 + . 03 = 0.04

as in the case cited above. The great economy would result from leaving the thorium
fluoride in place continuously and essentially processing only those atoms which had
captured neutrons.

A number of ThF4 preparations and extraction conditions have been tried and it
has been found that the PaF5 can be removed at a satisfactory rate  ( T = 1 month) at
6000C while the more volatile UF6 is removed at as low as 4500C.  In all these cases,
however, the rates have fallen off with time presumably because grain growth and/or
sintering result in slower diffusion.  It has recently been found that the particle size
can be reduced and the rate increased by converting the fluoride to oxide. with steam
and then reconverting to fluoride with HF.  If this conversion can be carried out
practically in situ, it offers a way to regenerate the blanket and to counteract the ef-
fects of sintering.

Details of this experimental work can be found in the Classified Progress Reports
of the Reactor Science and Engineering Department, BNL-48,  52,  67,  88,  95 and 113.
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APPENDIX 3

HEAT EXCHANGER CALCULATION

The largest hold-up of the liquid fuel occurs in the heat exchanger and headers.
The size- of the exchanger is determined by the heat load and the characteristics of the
exchanger tubes. The limiting factor on heat flux through the tube walls is the ther-
mal stress developed in the walls by temperature gradients. The hold-up in pounds of
bisnnuth is

Pdat

He   =   2 6,5 0 0           S 

where P = the power in kilowatts,

de = the i. d.  of the tubes in inches,
t  =  the wall thickne s s in inche s,
S = the allowable creep stress, lbs per square inch.

We have used creep strength values of 8,000 lbs per square inch at 1000'F, wall
thickness of 1/4 inch, and tube diameters of 1 inch. The other condition which applies
is the pressure drop across the exchanger of 0.43 lbs per square inch.

These conditions fix the exchanger tubes at 12.2 feet in length and fuel velocities
of 1.5 feet per second. The hold-ups are of the order of 8 times those of the reactor

proper. With greater certainty on the corrosion characteristics and creep strength,
marked reductions of the hold-ups can be expected.

Conditions in the reactor proper were evaluated on the basis of convective circu-
lation. Under these conditions a reactor of given size can develop a maximum power.-r-
This  powe r,   in turn, establishes  the  size  of the heat exchanger  and the approximate
total hold-up of bismuth and uranium.   We have calculated the reactor sizes under the

following assumptions: The temperature rise in the bismuth per pass is 170'C, the
diameter of the beryllium moderating rods is 2 inches, and the allowable pressure
loss is 0.43 lbs per square inch. For these conditions the velocity of bismuth in the
reactor is 2.27 feet per second far case  C*  and 5 feet per second for case  F*.
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APPENDIX 4

ALTERNATE FUEL SYSTEM

Since the design  of the reactor is still somewhat subject to change, other liquid metal
fuels are being developed and tested along with the uranium-bismuth solutions present-
ly considered. Although much effort has been expended on studying the solubility of U
in liquid metals, only one solvent with desirable nuclear properties and with sufficient
solubility has been found, namely Bi. Since the solubility of U in Bi is limited and
since it may be desirable to make fuels more concentrated in U, work has been going
on for some time on suspension of solids containing uranium in liquid metals.

Two types of slurries are being studied.  One has USn3 (solid) suspended in Pb,
Bi,   Sn  (liquid) 10   and the other, inorganic compounds of uranium,   such as oxide s,
nitride s, carbides and silicides, in liquid metals. Th* former involves a study  of the
phase systems between U,   Pb,   Bi,  and Sn, while the latter  is a study of adhesion ten-
sion between solids and liquid metals.

An ideal slurry is one that is composed of a solid and liquid having the same deh-
sities. The solid must be completely wetted by the liquid.   In the case of an interme-
tallic slurry employing USn3, wetting of the solid is assured. Therefore, the prob-
lerri is one of finding matched densities.  USn3 has essentially the same density as
most of the Pb, Bi, Sn alloys and has been found to be thermodynamically stable with
respect to range of compositions of Pb, Bi, and Sn solutions. Moreover, fine dis-
persions (.5 to 5 B particle size) have been produced on a laboratory scale. Details
of this process are being investigated for large-scale application. Some other proper-
ties of technical importance are:

(1) density  2 10 g/cc
(2) solidification around 1000C
(3) bubbling oxygen through it at 3500C does not apparently separate solid

from liquid
(4) USn3 present as cube-shaped particles
(5) solidified fuel can be handled in air with no danger of oxidizing USn3              -
(6) uranium content from . 5 to 5 atomic percent depending upon particle size
(7) average capture cross section of components other than uranium between

. 10 and . 20 barns

Development of this slurry is being continued by establishing the phase diagrams
of U, Pb, Sn, and Bi. Plans are being made to study how thermal cycling may affect
particle growth.

A search of the ionic compounds. of uranium has been made and work is starting
on U02 and U308.  Thus far U308 is not wetted by Pb, Bi and Sn or their alloys, and
indications are that U02 behaves similarly. However, there remains' the possibility
that small additions of Na, Al, or Mg might cause wetting.

In the future, the effect of irradiation on these slurries, as well as chemical ex-
traction of fission poisons, will be studied.
llTeitel, R.J·, Classified Progress Report of the Reactor Science and Engineering
Department, July 1 - September 30, 1950. BNL 88, p. 9
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Please make the following correction on page 28 of                      
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BNL-111.  Line 17 should read "g'61.112 instead of
7

1.18" not "g*el.24--------. Our records show that"
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